
An important aspect of vendor approving system is ensuring sufficient number of domestic/Indian vendors having manufacturing facilities within the country. This is essential not only to have sufficient domestic competition but also to promote manufacturing within India, boost employment, enhance self-sufficiency and for overall growth of economy of the country.

2. Study of the vendor directories of vendor approving agencies indicates that large numbers of items having less than two sources are appearing in the directory. It also indicates presence of some foreign companies as approved vendors. It has also come to notice that many Indian approved vendors are supplying foreign goods or goods having large foreign contents.

3. Therefore, there is urgent need, especially under Make in India Policy of Government of India, to indigenize all the items, increase the local content of these items along with having sufficient number of Indian vendors with 50% or more local content.

4. Proactive actions must be taken in this direction, including insistence on Phased Manufacturing Programme from such vendors for manufacturing within the country before approval. One such example is vendor approval by RDSO for some of the signaling items on Cross Acceptance/Approval basis.

5. In addition, suitable mechanism for phased indigenization may also be developed in line with clause 13 of Make in India Policy for items being manufactured under “license/technology collaboration agreements with phased indigenization” and details submitted to Board.

6. Procurement projections for such items for the next 3-5 years must be notified and uploaded on your websites to enable domestic industry to suitably increase manufacturing capacity.

7. Immediate action may be taken in this regard and advised to Railway Board.

This is issued with the approval of Board(MMM).

(Praeven Kumar)
Joint Director Railway Stores(G)
Railway Board
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New Delhi, dated: 10.01.2020
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